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rREFACE 

The engineer is not a scientist. He must not merely determine and 

retain facts, see, visualize, formulate, and com1ute, but must use 

judgement and circumspection; he must e stimate, weigh, decide. Mathe

matics is only one of his tools, no more imJortant than experience, 

e XJ,erimentation, and imagination. Farticularly is this true for the 

foundat ions engineer who deals with materials and forces which are ne

ver quite uniform, and which are as universally im1ortant as they are 

unique. Much is unknown about them, and ex1erimentation remains the 

main tool in gaining more knowledge and understanding of their beha

vior. It is ell'l}:loyed in this thesis to gain some information on a rar

ticular soil in a 1articular area, and rossibly to aid in the effort 

of overcoming the difficultie s that this soil fresents. 

The author wishes to exfress his gratitude to several 1eo1le who 

gave invaluable aid in this effort. Frofessor R. E. Means gave the re

search rroject its basic direction and scoFe, and his counsel sustain

ed it through many difficulties. Almost daily conversati ons with Iro

fessor J. V, Farcher gave the author much of whatever understanding 

of the problem he has and helfed in overcoming a variety of 1ractical 

rroblems. Also a11reciated is the coo1e ration of Mr. Hsu-Hwa Yie, who 

laid some i m1ortant groundwork in the problem of intrusion, using 

comracted clays. Furthermore thanks are due Dr. C. A. Dunn, executive 

dire ctor of the Engineering Research and ExJe riment Station, who made 

available the funds and e quifment needed for this research ~reject. 
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OHArTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

General 

While it is tr11e 0 and. imi;ortant to remember, that the soil on 

which a bllilding or other struct11re is to be erected must be consi

dered as a construction material no less than steel, concrete, or 

other materials in the structure i;roier, these considerations are 

often quite different from those applied to the design and .analysis 

of the s111erstru.ct11.re. Factors that are not 11su.ally considered design 

criteria for steel or concrete. but should be so considered for soils, 

es:i;,ecially clays, are volwne decrease d11ring extended :periods of time 

d11e to increased load (i.e. consolidation) and du.e to drying (i. e. 

shrinkage), the reverse process of volwne increase (i.e. swelling), 

the change in strength d11e to climatic and weather conditions, and 

other ~roperties inherent in the heterogeneo11s nature of a material 

composed of solid matter, water, and air in widely varying composi

tion and stractll.l'e. While a great many, if not all, of these factors 

have a bearing on this investigation, this research is primarily con

cerned with shrinkage, which shall here be defined as decrease in 

volwne due to eva1oration of water from the soil, and swelling, which 

shall be defined as the :process of volume increase due to water en

tering the soil by gravity, caiillary force, or adsor1tion. 

l 
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Fur:pose of Investigation 

Another facet that distinguishe s manufactured materials, such as 

steel or concrete, from natural ones, such as timber or soil, is the 

fact that the former can, within limits,be i:roduced to suit the user's 

requirements, while the latter must be used as nature provides them. 

Since the characteristics of soils, i:articularly cohesive soils, depend 

not only on their comi:osition, but to a large degree on the manner of 

their deJosition or formation, they vary widely according to geographi

cal location. It ia ~herefore not Bllll?rising that national and inter

national coordination and cooperation in the investigation of the aoil 

of a particular region falla far ahort of the effort put forth in the 

development of more 111.niversally uaed engineering material,. 

The 1011 found i 'n Oklahoma and northern Texaa 1a dominated by a 

red }ermian clay that may almost be conaidered unique, and the proper

tiea of which preeent a problem ahared by only a few localities in the 

world. This clay, for reasons discussed later, is quite etiff and of 

high shear strength, so that consideration of bearing caiacity in the 

design of foundations becomes routine and of subordinate imi:ortance. 

Due to its history and climatic conditions, however, the clay is cai:

able of swelling against considerable loads when moisture is avail

able during extended periods of time. This property presents a 

serious problem to architects and engineers. Many failures creating 

extensive and costly damage, a number of them in buildings on the 

campus of this university, are attributed to this cause. Widespread 

disagreement and doubt still exist as to the precise causes of this 

Jhenomenon, the force s and deflections involved, and the best means 



of combatting them. The schools of Architecture and Civil Engineering 

have for years been engaged in the search for causes of and solutions 

to this 1roblem. This investigation may be considered a part of this 

sustained effort to put into the hands of OklahoDB engineers and ar

chitects better tools for the design of foundations. 

Score of Investigation. 

In :practically all cases buildings in Oklahoma are erected on 

clay layers of only partial saturation. This fairly dry state of the 

soil is caused by r epeated and prolonged e va1oration of water from 

3 

the surface in a semi- arid climate. Since after construction the buil

ding will largely 1,revent eva1oration from continuing, the clay will 

absorb additional moisture, even during dry 1eriods, and retain it 

thereafter. The clay will, therefore, tend to swell , and unless pro-

1 er precautions have been taken, the resulting pressure against the 

foundation elements will cause heaving damage. 

One method, aimed at 1revention of such damage, that has been 

proposed by builders during recent years, entails the 1lacing of a 

layer of gravel several inches thick below the sole of the founda

tion and immediately above the clay. The theory, on which this prac

tice is based, is that the clay, when swelling, will penetrate or 

intrude into the voids of the e ssentially incom1ressible gravel ra

ther than lift the foundation. This method is rather untested, it 

has been adversely criticized, and is the subject of wide disagree

ment as to its ap1licability. 

The rur1,ose of this investigation, then, is to determine the 



practicability of this method by studying two distinct aspects of the 

behavior of this soil: 

a. The amount of swelling of laterally confined undisturbed Permian 

red clay against certain imrosed pressures. 

b. The amount of intrusion of t~e same clay into layers of various 

tYJ,es of gravel with resrect to time and to increasing pressure. 

The writer hopes to de termine by theoretical consideration whether 

the reduction or rrevention of heaving by the use of gravel beds is 

4 

an i1I1Jossibility or a me thod that may be used successfully under cer

tain conditions. He furthe r ho1es to provide, by means of laboratory 

investigation, a startihg point for .further research in this direction 

by theoretical deduction, by laboratory testing, and by experience in 

the field. 

frevious Investigations 

Investigation of consolidation and swelling characteristics of 

Fermian red clays has been in progress at Oklahoma State University 

for a number of years. Research has been conducted on both l.Uldisturb

ed and remolded samples of this clay, and has been aprlied to the de

sign of building fo undations in this region. 

In 1950, R. E. Means, w. H. Hall, and J. V. larcher 1:. ublished a 

bulletin describing design crite ria for foundations on Fermian clay 

(5)*. This subject was1ater extended in anothe r bull etin by R.E.Means 

to include exploration methods (4). 

Specific investigations closely related to the subject under con-

* Numbers in parentheses re f e r .to bibliograJJhY at end of text. 
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sideration are co,rered in several Master's Theses 0 com:piled and submit= 

ted at Oklahoma State University. Of interest are William H. Hall 1 s in= 

vestigations of lermian desiccated clays (2) 0 swelling tests on remol

ded. clay by :P. J, Theo;pham.ides (10), and swelling tests on wi.disturbed 

samJles of this clay by A, M, M:t.dan:t. (6). 

Also of interest is a re1:ort by Hsu-Hwa Yie 0 ill. which he describes 

intrusion tests on remolded :Permian clay (12). The research for this re

rort was conducted by Mr. Yie simultaneously with the author's investi

gations of undisturbed samrles re:ported on in this thesis. 

Recent Related Research 

Since 0 as :previously ;pointed out 0 ex1ansive clays are 1revalent in 

a number of locations around the globe 0 a review of some research con

ducted elsewhere in this direction will be of interest here. 

a • .A;p1arat11s for Measuring Swelling l='ressure. 

At the Israel Institute of Technology, I. Ali,an has develo:ped an 

a})i;aratus for measuring swelling pressu.res of comi;:acted soil si:ecimens 

in a rather novel manner (1). 

A samJ,le of soil, com1acted into a swell 1ressure cell mounted on 

a triaxial machine adai:,ted for the 1:,ur1ose 0 was allowed to take ur mois= 

tu.re. through a :porous suction Jlate. The amount of water taken 11:p was 

controlled by a1;;plying a regulated :partial vacu.um to the water su;p,:ply. 

The samJ,le was then allowed to swell against a rroving ring at variou.s 

degrees of saturation. 

Mr. Al1an 0 by this arrangement, meant to overcome two features of 
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conventional t e sts conducted to this end that he considered obje ction

able: (a) full, uncontrolled saturation as com1are d to moisture varia

tions below full saturation in nature, and (b) the necessity to emrloy 

various comJaction energies to obtain a range of initial conditions. 

thereby altering the structural arrangeme nt of soil rarticles. 

The t ests indicated that further ex1erimentation of this nature 

i s warranted. The write r believes that swelling tests of this kind, 

allowing var i ations of moisture content below full saturation to be 

controlled. would indeed be a valuable supi;lement to the research rro

gram of eXJansi ve clays in the Southwest. 

b. Determi nation of Eff'ecti ve Shrinkage. 

~x:reriments to measure the shrinkage rather than the swelli ng for

ces of clayey soils were carried out by R, M. falit and S. S. Joshi in 

India (7). 

Their test apraratus consisted of a rubber tube filled with water 

which was surrounded by a comracted soil samJle inside a mould. The 

rubber tube. through a stopper in one end 9 was connected to a syringe , 

which in turn was fitted with a riston and fill ed with mercury. The 

ri ston rested against a 1roving ring. 

As the srecimen drie s in an ai;1aratus of this t ype• it shrinks 

toward the center, and the resulting r ressure is transmitted through 

water, mercury . and riston to the 1roving ring, where it i s recorded. 

Only three such t e sts were reco r ded, but two re sults could be sta

ted in general terms: 

(1) Only a very small rart of the shrinka ge rre ssure of a soil is exer

ted on any adjacent structure, most of i t servi ng to comract the soil. 



Shrinkage, then, is much less a critical factor in foundation design 

than swelling. 

(2) When the soil cracks while drying, the 1,ressure exerted by it on 

the structure will ra:i,;idly be reduced to zero. 

1 



OHUTER II 

ORIGIN AND lROUlRTI.lllS OF MATERIAL 

The writer believes that a clear understanding of the origin and 

main 1,:hysical 1ro1erties of the lermian red clay is mandatory, but he 

also realizes that much has been i:11blished on this material and that 

a detailed descriiition here would result in unwarranted d11:pl1cation. 

Therefore this discussion will be confined to a brief and general de

scrii:.tion of those 1ro1erties that have a direct bearing on this re

rearch J.roject. References will be given to aid those readers inter

ested in obtaining more Sf,eoific and coEDFrehensive information. 

Geologic Origin 

A considerable i:ortion of Oklahoma and the Southwest is covered 

by beds of Iermian red clay. These originated in a salt water sea. which 

covered this general region during the :Permian 1-eriod. and into which 

derosits of soil were carried from the motmtains by torrential rains of 

short duration. Later, towards the end of the Iermian reriod 9 the sea 

dried UJ; three times. leaving each time de:i;osits of gn,sum and salt with 

layers of clay and sandstone. 

These deJ:'osits were later covered with an overburden of several 

hundred feet from the Mesozoic and Cenozoic eras. This overburden has 

vanished by erosion since that time. The clay layers were. of course, 

heavily consolidated under this great overburden, but the irecise value 

of this 1-)reconsolidation rressure has net yet been reliably determined. 
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A coll'l};rehensive descritition of :f·ermian soils in the Oklahoma area 

has been 1-resented by R • .l!l. Means (4). 

Structure of Soil 

The Permian red beds in Oklahoma consist largely of red and yellow 

clays (4), the subject of this investigation. These layers vary greatly 

in thickness, reaching depths of as much as 100 feet in some locations. 

Obviousl1 no very reliabl,, fo11ndation design is i;,ossible without some 

subsurface investigation at the building site. 

The nature of these clays is explained by the nature of their for

mation and their fu.rther histoey. ~fter the soil had been carried to the 

sea by ra:rid rain waters, during which rrocess the flow was too fast to 

1iermi t segregation of the soil particles by grain size 0 the salt water 

caused the clay 1,articles to floccu.late and settle out together with any 

sand or silt iarticles inters1ersed with them. A clayey soil of flocc11-

lent structure was thus formed, which generally constitutes the lermian 

red beds. Due to variance in the rapidity of the flow of water, however, 

clay9 sand, and silt were de:rosited together in varying prorortions, so 

that the comi:osition of the soil varies greatly according to location. 

Some clays contain but little sand or silt 0 and these are usually bad= 

ly fissured. The clay tested for this thesis is of the latter type. It 

is em1hasized that no claim is made that the resu.l ts of these tests ap

ply to any other clay. Careful determination of the clay at any parti

cular building site is desirable and is iml)erative for i11IJ;ortant struc

tures. 

It is remarked here that due to lateral confinement, both in the 
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· swelling and intrusion tests described herein and under field condi

tions, the fact that the clay is fissured is of little or no signifi

cance, exceit as it affects the rate of reaction. 

:Because of the great overconsolidation under the heavy overbur

den pressure imposed on the deposits after the Permian period and due 

to many cycles of drying and wetting to which the clay has been sub

jected in a semi-arid climate, the clay is very stiff and ca1able of 

Slll'l or ting s11bstantial loads. 

Consolidation 

It follows from the preceding that these desicca~ed l-'ermian clays 

may be said to have two preconsolidation pressurea, one due to shrink

age forces and the other due to trevious over·burden. Over the years 

many consolidation tests were ru.m. in the Soil Mechanics Laboratory of 

Oklahoma State liTniversi ty with the 1;ur:rose of determining these :pre

consolidation 1:,ressllTes. 

In "Soil Investigation for :Building Foundations" (4), R.E.Means 

re1orts the results of one such test on a sam,i:le of undisturbed :Per

mian red. clay, which in essence were borne out by a considerable num

ber of other tests. It was found tl:>.at 1·ressures of 3.5 to 4.5 tons 

1 er square foot were required to recom1ress samples to the void ratio 

to which they had been reduced by shrinkage. This value then may be 

considered the 1reconsolidation 1ressllre due to shrinkage. It was 

found to coincide very nearly in many cases with the 1reconsolidation 

1ressllre as determined by the Casagrande method from the void ratio -

log 1ressllre curve. 
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On the other hand, the ireconsolidation :pressure due to r.revious 

overburden was judged to lie between 20 and 30 tons i:er square foot, 

corres1.onding to e.aroximately 4oo to bOO feet of overburden, which 

rou.ghly agrees with the estimate of g-eologists. However, the test a:p

i:aratus available fer consolidation is limited to a load of 1i ttle 

more than 1500 kg, so that the use of consolidation rings sufficient

ly large to offset the effect of friction along the walls limits the 

aJJ1lied r,,ressure to the order of 20 tons i:er square foot. At r,ress11res 

of this magnitude thee - log p curve is not sufficiently straight to 

allow the em::rloyment of A. Casagrande I s method for determination of 

the Jreconsolidation rressure. 

Other val11es d.eri ved from the test referenced above and cited he re 

for COinileteness are: 

Coefficient of i.,ermeabili ty k 0.286 x 10-9 cm/sec, 

Comrression Index Oc : 001569 

Swelling Index Cs : 0.064, 

and a rebound of 62 1,,er cent of the total deformation after the 1res

S:11re,,,w1u".reJ;eased from?::;'8 ,to 0.15 tons rer square foot. 

Shear Strength 

Due to the fact that the clay dealt with here 1ossesses great 

shear strength because of the aforementioned heavy 1reconsolidation 

loads, little attention has been devoted to shear tests of this clay 

in the 1ast. W. H. Hall (2) rerorts that he attemrted triaxial tests, 

but that he encountered dif:ficulties of such ma.gnit11de in the :pre:pa

ration of sam1les, and that as a result his data were so erraticp 

that re:porting them seemed futile. 



In J:roblems involving intrusion, however, shear strength does 

assume imJortance, since in this case the clay is intended to fail 

locally in shear. A few triaxial com1ression tests were therefore 

conducted, the results being re1orted later in this thesis. Since 

only one clay was tested, however, and since furthermore the sa~

les for com:rression and intrusion tests were taken from different 

locations (Stillwater and Oklahoma City, res:rectively), any attem:r;t 

here to relate shear strength and intrusion values would be insig

nificant and worthless. It is hoi;ed that the valu.es recorded will 

be of some assistance in future research directed toward establish

ing some such relationshiJ. 

12 



CHAPTER III 

THEORETICAL CONSID.l!lRATIONS 

Shrinkage and Swelling of Clay 

Since the solid i:articles comprising clay are very minute ( smaller 

than 0.002 mm according to the MIT classification system), the voids, 

which mast be thought of as interconnected ~assageways or 1ores, are 

corres}londingly small in diameter, although their size varies. When a 

mass of clay, fally satu.rated and JlOSsessing free water on the sarfaee, 

Figo.re 1. 

Capillary Fore in Clay 

starts drying out, by eva:poration 

of water from the surface, the 

surface of the water starts rece

ding into these 1assageways which 

now act as ca1illary tubes. As the 

water further recedes into smaller 

iore siaces the tension in the wa

ter increases as the radii of the 

1ores decrease. This, of course, 

is due to the fact that smaller 

1ores :permit smaller me_gJsci, and 

that the ca1illary tension in the 

water is inversely :prOJ!Ortional 

to the radius of the. menisci 9 the latter being equal to the radius of 

· the largest 1,ore in the system. The tensile stress in the 1,ore water 

1roduce s the same effect as externally &JlJlied com:pressi ve Jlressure. 

13 
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Figure 1 shows soocessive 1ositions of a meniscu.s receding into a pore. 

AJ;,:parently, for a given arrangement of soil :i;articles, increase in 

:pore water tension ceases when the menisci have reached the smallest 

J;ore s1ace in the soil mass. The clay i:articles, however, being acted 

on by tensile :forces, will tend to move closer together, thereby de-

creasing the radii of the 1 ore si:aces and, as a ri:::sul t, increasing the 

tension in the water :further. This i:rocess will re1eat itself a number 

of timell, but can not continue indefinitely. As the 1article s move 

closer together, they tend to fo~m a structurally stronger system, 11n

til this system can withstand the corresionding maximum tension in the 

1ore water. At this 1oint the decrease in volume, which, of course, ac

com1axiies the 1rocess described above, will cease. The water content at 

this '.£9fnt was defined by Atterberg as the shrinkage limit of the soil. 

Du.e to the small size of the :particles, the menisci need only recede a 

very short distance from the surface to achieve this condition, so that 

· the soil may be considered saturated at the shrinkage limit. Further 

decrease in moisture content does not, according to this theory, res1:1.lt 

Wet 
Sample 

Shrinkage 

Figu.re 2. 

Su.ccessi ve Shrinkage and Swelling of Clay Sample. 

Wet 
Sample 
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in further shrinkage. 

When free water is now ma.de available to the clay mass, it can be 

observed that the latter tends to a:p1roach its original volume by 

swelling, but does not necessarily reach it (fig. 2). The question a

rises as to what causes this increase in voli.lme_;', ·and what deter

mines its magnitude. 

It was 1,reviously theorized tba.t the individual soil 1articles 

rearrange themselves in some manner during shrinkage in order to with

stand the added tension in the water. If this rearrangement is, wholly 

or 1artially, effected by grains sli11ing 1ast one another~ then it is 

quite unlikely that this relative movement will be reversed by filling 

the pore spaces with water; the stress in the water is merely neutra

lized9 not reversed, by changing from tension to zero stress rather 

than com:pression (the hydrostatic :pressure is negligible). This sli:r

I,:ing action. then, if 1resent, results in 1,ermanent or inelastic defor

mation. 

On the other hand, the clay :particles may rearrange their structure 

by internal deformation rath~r than relative movement, i.e. the 1ar

ticles, of flaky sha:r-e, may bend or twist. Since clay is largely com

posed of minerals, such as kaolinite and montmorilloni te, which pos

sess almost 1erfectly elastic behavior somewhat like mica flakes, this 

tYJ;e of deformation will be recovered when the pressure that induced it 

is removed. Therefore, when iore water IJ·ressure reverts to zero, the 

clay iarticles assume their original iositions, lending elastic beha

vior to the soil mass as a whole. Swelling takes place. 

Finally, electromagnetic forces may contribute to elastic re·bou.nd 
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when wa.ter is made available. Electric charge1f, usually negative, are 

concentrated along the surfaces of most of the sea.le-like 1article s 

comrrising clay. Water molec11les, being bilolar, are strongly attrac-

ted to these 1articles and orient themselves on their surfaces. This 

e le ctroma.gnetic orientation lends the water mu.ch greater viscosity 

than normal. Immediately adjacent to the surface of the :particle, 

where the, water molecules a.re 1erfectly oriented, the water a11:rroaches 

the solid state, and this layer is often referred to as adsorbed wa-

ter (3). At some grea.ter distance from the !)article, the orientation 

becomes iess i:erfect and hence the water less viscous until it final-

ly reaches normal viscosity. ~~.J,.ayer between the adsorbed water and 

the normally viscous or free water may be called the double layer.The 

latter is usua.lly mu.ch thicker than the layer of adsorbed water and 

varies in thickness for different minerals. T. William Lambe gives the 

following dimensions for two of the more common minerals (3): 

Length of 11,article 

Thickness of 1,article 

Adsorbed water 

Double layer 

Montmorillonite Kaolinite 

0 

1000 A 

0 

10 A 

0 

10 A 

200 l 

0 

10000 A 
0 

1000 A 

10 l 

4oo 1 

It is evident that the adsorbed and double layer water accounts for a 

substantial 1,ortion of the total volume of the clay sample, and is 

carable of causing considerable shrinkage when it is removed by rress= 

ure or eva1,oration. Conversely, when water becomes available to a dry 

clay 9 its great electromagnetic attraction to the mineral 1articles 

will surely cause swelling, even against fairly large imposed rressure. 



Of course, all the free water around a particle must be removed by 

either consolidation or desiccation before any of the more viscous 

water can be extruded, but some question exists in the author's mind 

whether all the free water in an entire sami;,le would necessarily have 

to be evaporated before any of the tightly held water can be removed, 

If this is necessary, then shrinkage and swelling by this 1rocess be

come 1ossible only after desiccation has reached a Joint far beyond 

the shrinkage limit; if not, then shrinkage by removal of adsorbed 

water will commence as soon as a sami:le of soil has been dried out 

to the shrinkage limit, At any rate, it be comes evident that if the 

electromagnetic forces come into i:lay, not all shrinkage ceases at 

the so-called shrinkage limit, but volume decrease could possibly con

tinue until the entire clay structure is BUJlJ:·orted by mineral - to -

mineral contact. At this i:oint, which might be referred to as the ab-

(a) Und is t ur bed (b) Remolded 

Figure 3. 

Undisturbed and Remolded Clay in Mineral-to-Mineral Contact. 
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solute shrinkage limit, the moisture content will be very low, but un

doubtedly higher for undistubed than for remolded clay (see fig. 3). 

Swnmarizing, it a:n:ears reasonable that shrinkage of clay will 

occur due to (a) sli:p1,age of :particles 1ast one another, (b) deforma

tion of elastic mineral flakes, and (c) squeezing out and eva:poration 

of double layer and 1,ossibly adsorbed water. The first of these rroces

ses is irreversible and undoubtedly ceases after a number of drying 

and swelling cycles, since the 1articles will eventually form a struc

ture of maximum strength. This view is sui;irorted by the fact that no 

1ermanent downward movement of 1oints on the surface of clay beds has 

been observed. The other two actions are reversible and can corresi;,ond

ingly be considered to be 1erfectly elastic. 

Thus swelling action de1ends on the mineral comrosi tion of a 1.ar

ticular soil 0 the structure of the soil, and the amount of water avail

able. 

Since this is not a treatise on the behavior of :particles, but ra

ther an investigation of the action of a 1,articular ty:pe of clay 0 it 

will be attemrted to find an answer to the following questions by 

laboratory testing methods: 

What effect do re:r,eated cycles of drying and wetting have on a 

non-desiccated clay of this tYI•? 

Against what im;posed :,pressures is a desiccated clay cai::able of 

swelling and by what amount? 

What a1:1lied :pressure is necessary to recomi:ress the clay to its 

shrinkage volume after flooding? 

With the answers to these questions known, a more accurate estimate 



can be made as to the swelling action of Jermian clay against the 

foundation of a building, and means of preventing differential hea

ving can be develoJed. This is the ultimate goal of this investiga

tion. 

Foundations on l'ermian Clay 

During recent years a nllmber of methods and criteria for the 

design of foundations on Iermian red beds aimed at overcoming or 

combatting differential heaving have been develoJ:18d and emi:,loyed 

with varying, but often good, success. Some of these are listed in 

the following. 

1. Independent footings of the s1;read or bell-bottom type are 

Jlaced well below the surface near the water table or, at any rate, 

at a deJ;th where i:eriodic drying of the clay seems im1ossi'ble to 

occur. This is an excellent method of :preventing heaving. but with 

the water table often at a aeith of 50 feet or more, the cost of 

drilling or digging is quite high. Thus the ex:pense for a founda

tion of this tn,e, es:pecially in the case of light buildings, often 

becomes i,rohibitively large in })rorortion to the total building 

cost. 

2. Footings are so designed in size and location that their 

sole :pressure counteracts any tentency to differential heaving.When 

one considers that the sole 1,ressure is limited by the safe bearing 

:pressure and that J:>ressure decreases ra1idly with de})th, while the 

swelling iressure fails to do so significantly, it becomes evident 

that this method contains many shortcomings and difficulties, and 
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that its arr,lication is definitely limited. In this as well as the ]?re-

ceding method, rrorer }):oecautions must be taken to rrevent the J;iers 

from being lifted by shear action of the clay along its surface. This 

may be achieved by either :providing a void s1ace between :pier and clay 

or se:rarating them by some material of very low shear strength. 

3. A third method takes advantage of the fact (known from exreri-

ence) that clay generally does not dry out under a building once it is 

saturated, since floor slabs form an effective barrier against eva:pora-

tion. A dike is erected around the construction site of a 1rorosed buil-

ding and the enclosed area flooded with water, which is maintained un-

til the underlying clay has been fully saturated. At that time the foun-

dation may be constructed without fear of heaving. The clay being highly 

imrermeable, howeve r 9 many years are required before all swelling will 

cease. Certainly a flooding reriod of a year or more is needed for even 

a fairly successful aJJ:rlication of this method. The inherent economic 

' drawbacks are obvious. 

4. Finally, an idea has been advanced which would also make 

use of the e:iq.erience that clay swells only once after a building has 

been erected on it, while it would avoid the loss incurred by letting 

a site go unused for years while flooded. The footings, and i;,ossi bly 

other foundation elements, are cast not immediately on the clay, but 

rather on a bed of gravel several inches thick. It is desired that 

when the clay subsequently swells, it will intrude into the voids of 

the essentially incom1ressible gravel rather than lift the structure. 

The clay, of course, has two alternatives to this action. It can ei= 

ther, when sufficiently stiff, refuse to i:enetrate into the voids by 
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a sufficient amount, or it can. when sufficiently weak, intrude into 

the gravel when the building is being erected without waiting for any 

swelling action to take :i:lace. This method of intrusion, though quite 

Ulltriad, has t.n.:. adv•nt-.g"' of S!Tllill con if' and where its application 

is :i:ossi ble, and therefore deserves investigation. It is the subject 

of this initial research Jiroje ct, and its theoretical asi:ects will be 

discussed further in the next section. 

First 9 however, some remarks on basement floor sys\cms will be 

dl'!'J sirable, without which this cha1;ter would not be comi:lete. System 

3 is the only one that allows the use of conventional concrete slabs 

cast on ground without s:pecial 1,recau.tions, since the :Pre-saturated 

grou.nd will exert no swelling :pressure against them. ln systems 1 and 

2 slabs of this type would certainly crack, and have in fact done so 

innumerable times, when the underlying clay begins to swell. A float

ing slab inde1:endent of beams and colwnns would be a better solution, 

but would also J:resent a number of archi tectu.ral disadvantages and 

difficulties. A third :i:ossi bili ty entails the use of a structural 

slab or joist system sei:arated from the ground by an air si:ace seve

ral inches high. A report and design guide on the most feasible of 

such systems (in the opinion of the writer) is at :i:resent being com

:i;iled by :Professor Dean Irby and the wr:l ter. System 4, the subject 

of this thesis, also demands void s:paces under slabs, since the :i;res

su.re necessary to force intrusion of clay into gravel will generally 

be too great tp be resisted by a slab 9 as will be shown later. 
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Intrusion 

.As stated :previously, the i:rote ction afforded by an underlying gra

vel sheet against heaving of a footing or foundation element of any 

kind necessitates the entering of clay into the void si:aces of the gra

vel when swelling occurs. This action is here defined as intrusion. 

There exists the possibility of making use of intrusion in two distinct= 

ly different ways, although without exi:erimental data no information 

on the effectiveness of either is available. Firstly, any swelling ef

fect may be counteracted by intrusion if swelling takes J:lace at the 

same rate with respect to time as does intrusion. Secondly, differen

tial heaving may be combatted if, due to the stiffness of the SUJler

structure, lifting of one i:articular footing would result in increased 

i:ressu.re under that footing of such ma.gni tu.de that an equal amount of 

intrusion would take place. These two possibilities will be discussed 

and investigated in tu.rn. 

The ex1ected rate of swelling of the clay under a proposed buil

ding can be rou.ghly estimated when swelling tests have been conducted, 

subsurface investigations carried out, the amount of available water 

estimated, and aJliro:priate calculations made. The problem remains to 

find the conditions under which a rate of intrusion equal to the rate 

of swelling can be achieved. Without need for ex11erimentation sevaral 

effects of the various variables involved can confidently be estimated 

in general, qualitative terms. 

Increased rressure will result in increased intrusion, but not 

nece ssa.rily in an increased rate of intrusion. The i;ressure can be 

varied only by redesign of the foundation. 
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Since clay becomes weaker with the addition of water, .the SUJ:·:PlY 

of moisture will more effectively contribute to intrusion when enter

ing the clay from the gravel sheet rather than from some depth by 

capillary action. 

The t;v:pe of gravel used may well be the single most important 

variable in the design. Experience suggests that for easy intrusion 

the gravel should have a high void ratio, large :pore openings, few 

flat surfaces, smooth surfaces, and resistance to crushing. For max

imum intrusion, then, the gravel sho llld be poorly graded, very coarse, 

wellrounded, smooth, and strong. 

So many factors, varying from case to case and largely unknown, 

enter into the behavior of clay and gravel that any detailed or quan

titative theorizing on this subject seems a thankless and futile task, 

except as it may be used to interprete exierimental data. Some such 

data will be reported in the next chapter. 

In summary, the rate of intrusion should be set equal to the rate 

of swelling and may be adju.sted by J;roper selection of contact pres

su.re, type of gravel, and, possibly, supply of moistu.re. 

The other method, based on increase in 1:resn.re, contains no poa

si bili ty of cancelling o~t heaving unless it is combined with the :pro

cedure described above. It has as its aim the coI!l!-ensation for differ

ential swelling only, which may occur du.e to different iressures under 

the various footings, due to varying thickness of the clay bed under 

the bu.ilding. or due to different rates of moisture s11:pJlY and eva.J,·ora

tion. The 1rinci:ple is applicable under two distinct conditions. On 

the one hand, differential heaving of the various footings may occu.r. 
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Figure 4. 

Increased Footing Load due to Heaving Deformation. 

}articularly interior footings may be subjected to a more rapid rate 

of heaving than the exterior ones. On the other hand, exterior foot

ings often ex1;;erience greater heaving on the inside than on the out

side. The reason, of course, is that in both cases surface evapora

tion from the area immediately surrounding the building influences 

heaving of exterior fowidation elements by tending to kee:p the mois

ture content of the clay under them lower than that of the interior 

clay where no evaporation can take place. 

In both cases the flexural rigidity of the superstructure, 

mainly of the girders in the first case and of the colwnn in the 

second, will cause increased stress to be exerted on the element 

where the most hS'a.ving is taking place. If gravel has been placed 

under this element, increased intrusion will no doubt take place due 

to the increased pressure, and ideally the amount of heaving will be 

conq:;letely compensated for by an equal amount of intrusion. 



To make this possible, the increased pressure exerted by the 

superstructure dll8 to a certain dis~lacement of a particular foot

ing must be known, as well as the increase in pressure required to 

cause additional intrusion by the same amotl.llt as the displacement. 
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The former information will be available from the structural analy-

sis of the building by any of the methods in common use, but the 

latter value will have to be determined experimentally from intru-

sion tests of the pressure-deformation tY,Pe as discussed in the 

following cha1,ter. 

In any of the above methods, care must be taken to select a 

gravel bed thick enough to accomodate the increased volume of clay 

due to total or differential swelling, as the case may be. The 

thickness of gravel t, the void ratio of the gravel e, and the 

expected amount of heaving h will have the following relationship 

(fig. 5) : 

Voids 

t 

h 

h -e 

l. 
t = h(l-e) 

Figure 5. 

Gravel Layer and Heaving Relationship. 



CHAPTER IV 

LABORATORY RESEARCH 

General 

Laboratory investigations reported here were conducted in the 

Soil Mechanics Laboratory of the Oklahoma State University. Their 

i:-rimaryPw;pose was the determination of 1ressures and volume chan

ges involved in swelling of desiccated :rermian clay and in intru

sion of this same clay into various types of gravel. This purpose 

stemmed from the quite 1-ractical desire of obtaining quanti ta.ti ve 

as well as qualitative information on the practicability and per

tinent design criteria of the method of combatting heaving by in

trusion as discussed in the preceding chapters. Some indications 

of a mol1ll theoretical nature may also be gleaned from the test re-

- sults, 1articularly from those concerned with swelling and shrink

age of clay. The intrusion tests, on the other hand, were of a very 

exploratory nature, being the first eXJleriments of this type to be 

conducted to the knowledge of the author, and admittedly lacked in 

refinement. Many more tests of a similar nat~re will have to be con

ducted before it will be possible to develop a reliable theory of 

this process. It is hoJed that the tests described here will aid in 

future exrerimentation of this kind. 
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Samples 

All samples of clay tested were obtained from locations in Okla= 

homa City and Stillwa ter 9 Oklahoma. They rei:1resent the reddish brown 

clay tn:,ical of this region 0 a clay that is heavily fissured and con

tains small rock fragments of u.r to about 3 mm average diameter, dis

tributed throughout its mass. These two facts, combined with the great 

stiffness of the clay- 9 make the preraration of sam1les exceedingly 

difficult. The samJJles tested re1Jre sent the author Os best efforts in 

this directions but it is :pointed out that some disturbance along the 

boundary surfaces is characteristic of all of them. To what degree 

these disturbances are reflected in the test results is unknown 9 but 

due to the dimensions of the sam:ples used 9 the errors introduced are 

not believed to decrease the overall accuracy seriously. 

Rough samrles were taken manually from excavations by cutting a 

groove all around a block of clay. The stiffness of the clay makes 

...--------------- Rough Sa!nl:le 

---~-- Trimming Knife 

L _ - - - - - - - - - - .J.J 

I'igure 6. 

SamJ,le :PreJ;aration by Turntable. 
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this method necessary if the best possible sam:ples are to be obtained. 

Two methods were 61DJJ,loyed in the :rreraration of specimens for con

solidation tests. 

In the turntable method, the consolidation ring is :placed on a ro

tary lathe, and the clay sam:ple, roughly cut to size, is set on the 

ring. With the aid of a steel blade, featuring a curved cutting edge 

and an offset for guidance along the ring, the salIIJ,le is trimmed to fit 

the ring. After com:plete renetration, the sample is trimmed off flush 

with the ring by means of a straight edge (fig. 6). 

Using the shariened ring method, a consolidation ring with a 

shari:ened cutting edge is r,laced on the rough clay sample. :By alter

nately carefully trimming the specimen with an ordinary paring knife 

to &JlJ:roximately the size of the diameter of the cutting edge and 

exerting slight 1ress11re on the sami:le, the latter is gradmlly dri

ven into the ring. It is then trimmed off flush as before. 

The pre:raration of comi:ression sail!l)les for triaxial tests was 

:performed in much this same manner, with a t11be of smaller diameter 

than the ring and much greater height. The COIIIJ:leted specimens were 

extracted from the sampler with a Jiston, and ~laced into a rubber 

membrane for testing. 

Shrinkage and Swelling Tests 

Shrinkage and swelling tests were conducted by :placing sail!l)les 

of about 2 cm height and 10 cm diameter into a consolidation machine. 

In this machine two decimal beams are em~loyed in series, so that a 

lever arm ratio of 100: l is achieved. A movable fulcrum allows ad-
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justment for deformation. The sam:ple in its ring is i:laced be tween two 

11orous stones of slightly smaller diameter than the s:pecimen. This 

floating-ring tYie container allows com:preseion of the sam:rle from 

both sides» thereby minimizing the effects of friction along the walls. 

The a:p:r:aratus is :placed into a bowl in order to sunly an u.nlimi ted 

amount of water to the samJ1le for saturation 9 and load is an,lied 

through a head to the to1i stone. A dial is :placed against the head 

to allow measurement of deflection. 

Three series of tests of this tyJe 9 designated A, D, and G9 were 

concluded 9 another had to be abandoned because of excessive loss of 

soil from the consolidation ring. Series A consisted of six consoli

dation tests after each sam:ple was allowed to dry out and then swell 

under :pressures vary\ng from O to 5 ton/ sq. ft. Series D consisted 

of four sami;,les subjected to a number of drying and swelling cycles 

under Ilressures varying from 1.2 to 4.8 tons/sg~ft. Series G was 

another consolidation test 9 but using the four salll!Jles of series D 

after allowing them to swell under their original loads. A descri1;,

tion of these tests and the :presentation of their results follows. 

Series A. The sam:r,les were taken from a basement excavation on 

Ridge Road, Stillwater, Oklahoma 9 at a de:pth of 5 feet below grade. 

One sairIJ:,le (A-1) was :pre:pared with a shaI"I,ened ring which was sub= 

sequently used for testing, and the remaining five salll}:1les (A-2o A=3, 

A-4, A-5, A-6) by the u.se of the turntable. The samrles were rlaced 

into the consolidation machine at their natural water content and 

dried out under the slight load of 0.025 tons/sq.ft. After about 

three weeks all shrinkage had ceased and r,ressure was ar,:plied as 

shown: 



Sam:rle A-1 0 tons/ sq. ft. 

A-2 1 II 

A-3 2 II 

A-4 3 II 

A-5 4 II 

A-b 5 It 

The samples defamed further under these loads by some small a

mounts. After one dayo water was added to allow swelling. However 9 

all but sa.mFl• A-1 decreased further in height. It was noted that 

the entering water had succeeded in slaking a certain amount of soil 

from the shrinkage cracks that had formed be tween the samrles and · 

their rings, in all cases but A-1. The soil, de:posi ted at the bottom 

of the bowl 0 was later carefully collected, dried 0 and weighed. Mak

ing the assumr;,tion that the weight of this residue was related to 

the dry weight of the entire samFle as the deformation due to its 

loss to the height of the sam1le 0 a correction was com:ruted and a:p,

plied to the readings. The result showed that A-2 also swelled 0 and 

that the consolidation of the remaining samr;,les amounted to much 

less than indicated. 
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Now 0 at intervals of three days, the J,:ressure on each sample was 

ar,proximately doubled u:p to a maximum of about 20 tons/sq.ft. 0 the 

ca1:a.ci ty of the machines. It was then reduced successively by three 

fourths down to the swelling r,ressure indicated above and finally to 

0.025 tons/sq.ft. Readings for each load taken one day (144o minutes) 

after each load was a:prlied, at which time primary consolidation had 

ceased, were used to com:pute void rati0 0 exce:pt that at the final9 
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smallest 1ress11re a reading was also t~n after abo11t two weeks of 

swelling against this i:ress11re. These val11es were used to plot an e -

log p cu.rve for each sample (figa 7 to 12 ). Cc and Cs by definition 

represent the slopes of the virgin and swelling branches of these cur-

ves, :i:lotted to a semilogari tbmic scab. 
D 

It :ls seen from the cu.rvee that in the case of sami;les A-1 and 

A-2, the only ones that swelled at all 0 the preesu.re required to re-

comprese the s:pecimens to their shrinkage volumes was ap1roxima.tely 

. 2 1,5 kg/cm, a valu.e that is much lower than corres:p,onding data found 

by A. M. ?Udani (b) and others for similar clay. The other saIIrJ,·les, 

flooded under pressures exceeding 1.5 kg/cm2 failed to swell at all, 

a fact that seems to bear out this rather sur:i:rising result. Further-

more, the Jreconsolidation J:;ress11re of A-1 as determined by the Casa

grande method is only abo11t O. 3b kg/ cm2 or 720 lbs·.:j sq.ft., a far dif-

ferent value, and one that is strikingly similar to the i;ressu.re in-

d11ced by the overburden of about 5 feet at the site, which would 

amou.nt to roughly 700 lbs./sq.ft. Finally, the site from which the 

sam:i:,le was taken is located near the bed of an intermitte.nt stream, 

so that the combination of all these factors strongly suggests the 

poesibility, almoet certainty, that this clay has not been desiccated 

innumerable times and may be a fairly recently deposited, normally con-

solidated clay. The fact that all thee - log F curves of this series 

are very nearly straight in their terminal ranges s11:p:rorts this con-

cl us ion. 

Series D. The clay for this test was taken from a de:rth of 8 

feet below grade at Shartel & 38th Streets, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
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Figure 7. Consolidation Test (e-log :P Cu.rve). 

Sample : A-1 

Sou.rce : 
Ridge Road 
Stillwater 
De:i;th: 5 ft . 

Dimensions: 
A - 80.0 cm2 
H - 2.03 cm 

:ProJJerties: 
Cc - .110 
C8 - .024 
e 0 - .482 
.f - .4o3 
Rebound: 84% 

\.,,I 
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Figure 8. Consolidation Test (e-log ~ Curve). 

SamJ,le': A-2 

Source: 
Ridge Road 
Stillwater 
De1-th : 5 ft. 

Dimensions: 
A - 80.o cm2 

H - 2.50 cm 

:froi;erti•s: 
cc - .155 
cs - .034 
• 0 - .497 
•r - .44o 
Rebound: 89~ 

vJ 
vJ 
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Consolidation Test (e-log p Curve). 

SalllJ,le : .A-3 

Source : 
Ri dge Road 
St illwater 
DeJJth : 5 ft. 

Di mensions : 2 
A - 80.0 cm 
H - 2.50 cm 

1-roi;ertie s : 
cc - .125 
cs - .025 
e - 420 0 • 

f - . 406 
Rebound : 92% 

\.,.I 
+=' 
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Figure 10. Consolida tion Test (e-log p Curve) . 

SamJ)le : A- 4 

Source: 
Ridge Road 
Stillwa ter 
Dei;th: 5 ft. 

Di mensiona: 
2 A - 80 .0 cm 

H - 2 . 50 cm 

:t'roi;:e rti es : 
C - 1 48 C • 

cs - .035 
e 0 - .480 
ef - . 450 
Rebound : 94% 

\.,,I 
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]'igure 11. Consolidation Test (e-log p Curve). 

Sam1-le :A-5 

Source : 
Ridge Road 
Stillwater 
De 1th: 5 ft . 

Dimensions: 
A - 80 .0 cm2 
H - 2. 5() cm 

Irorerties: 
Cc - .164 
Os - .037 
0 o - . 525 
•r - .472 
Rebound : 90~ 

\..,-1 
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Figure 12. 

1 
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Consolidation Test (e-log p Curve). 

Sam:ple : A-6 

Sou:rce : 
Ri dge Road 
St illwater 
Dept h : 5 f t . 

Di mensionu : 
A - 80.0 cm2 
H - 2. 50 cm 

froi:er ti@e : 
cc - .165 
Cs - . 026 
•o - . 429 
ef - .372 
Rebound : 87% 

vi 
-.I 
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Four samples were 1re1ared by the shar1ened ring method and allowed to 

0 
dry out under a drying oven, at a temperature of about 80 C. When tho-

roughly dryo they had shrunk sufficiently to 1roduce cracks of a1:proxi-

mately 1 mm width between soil and rings. S11ch a s:pace, when left OJ::en, 

will lead to slaking of soil when water is added, as was shown in series 

A, and will 0 moreover 0 lead to unrealistic results 0 as such cracks in 

nature are usually :filled by silt 0 thus Jroviding lateral confinement. 

Rings of the exact diameter of the dry sam1les not being available, 

rings of the same size as the cutting ring were chosen, and the shrink-

age voids filled with wax. To 1rotect the soil from the soft wax and its 

certainly undesirable influence on 1ermeability and 1ossibly other 1,ro-

l erties of the soil 0 it was first covered with alllminum foil. A layer 

of wax was then aJJ,lhd around the 1erimeter of the sam:ple, whereu1:on 

the latter was inserted into a slightly warm ring. The tem1erature of 

the consolidation ring must be high eno11gh to allow easy 1enetration, 

yet not so high as to 1:,ermi t the wax to melt and flow ou.t of the crack. 

After the wax had hardenedp the circular :portions of foil covering the 

to:p and the bottom of the sam1le were removed, and the sami:,le :placed 

into the consolidation machine. Jressures were a:p1lied. as follows: 

Sam;ple D-1 1.2 tons/ sq. ft. 

D-2 2.4 ti 

D-3 3.6 II 

D-4 4.8 II 

When water was added 0 all samples failed to swell, even thou.gh 

no soil leaked out. As would be ex:pected, samrle D-1 consolidated by 

the least amount of all, and D-4 by the greatest. Sami:le D-3, however, 
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showed a value falling between those of sanq;les D-1 and D-2, which 

might :possibly be ex:plained by an uns11ccessful atteIDJ:t to fill the 

shrinkage crack of D-2. Since D--2, however, seems to follow the oveI"-. 

all pattern more closely than D-3, it aprears more likely that some 

factor contributing to the heterogeneity of the material, s11ch rock 

fragments, is res11onsible for the discrei.ency. 

The sam1les were then dried 011t in the machine under load and 

showed further shrinkage, which ceased after about two weeks. When 

flooded, swelling was observed for all sam;rles, but by an amount 

substantially less than the shrinkage. The samJ:,les were next subjec

ted to several alternate drying and flooding cycles, each :period 

lasting until no further shrinkage or swelling could be observed. 

For all sanq:les, the amount of swelling continued to fall short of 

the shrinkage in each cycle, b11t the differential grew successively 

smaller, until swelling and shrinking approached equality after the 

fourth cycle. 

Curves for swelling and shrinkage were Jlotted as 11ni t deforma

tion vers11s cycles for each sanq;le (figs. 13 to.16). For 111r1oses of 

these gra1;hs, Jositive swelling valu.es indicate volume increase, and 

1ositive shrinkage values indicate volume decrease. This sign conven

tion is consistent with the meanings commonly given the words swelling 

and shrinkage. The assy!IlJtotes of these curves are straight, horizon

tal lines. Their ordinates indicate the amount of u.nit heaving h/H,of 

which laterally confined clay of this tY}ie is ca1able against the in

dicated a:r,}llied i:ressures. r.J:he values determined are; 
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l· res sure ;p Unit heaving h/H 

1.2 tons/sq.ft. 0.0084 cm/cm - 0.101 in/ft 

2.4 II O .0060 II - 0.072 II 

3.b II 0.0055 II - 0.066 II 

4.8 II 0.0053 II - 0.063 II 

When these values are plotted as pressure verslls unit heaving, 

it is interesting to note that the strain values appear to approach 

a constant (aPJ;roximatel;y 0.0055 cm/cm) at :pressures exceeding five 

tons/sq.ft. That is to say that this desiccated clq at higher i::res

sures will shrink or swell b7 the constant amount of about 1/lb inch 

per foot of thickness. regardless of what .. the exact amount of ap1lied 

rressllre is. Since it seems unreasonable to believe that this state

ment holds true in an unl.imi ted range, the writer feels that similar 

tests using JJressures u1ward of 5 tons/sq.ft. would :prove very inter-'-.· 

eating and are necessar7 before the final word on this subject can be 

said. 

The fact that thia clay, initiall7 failed to swell and changed its 

i:roierti•s during re:i;eated drying cycles, indicates that originally it 

may not have been desiccated. The sam1le having been taken from near 

the water table 9 this assumi:,tion is very- likely correct. 

Series I. The four sami;les of this series were obtained from the 

same location in Oklahoma City as those for series D and were i;reI,ared 

in an identical manner. Instead of ovendcying the specimens, however, 

they were dried in the machine. at room temi:er~t~re, and under the fol

lowing 1 ressllres: 
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Sami:,le E-1 1.2 tons/ sq. ft. 

.l!l-2 2.4 II 

E-3 3.6 II 

l!l-4 4.8 II 

When shrinkage had ceased, the sami:,les were taken out of the ma

chines in order to fill the shrinkage cracks around the i:erimeters. It 

was noted, however, that in contrast to the oven-dried S;I:ecimens the 

cracks that had formed were so narrow as to make filling them seem im

I'' ossi ble. They were nevertheless returned to the machine and flooded 

under load. As exi:ected, heavy slaking of clay was observed during the 

first as well as two succeeding cycles. Hence, the data obtained were 

rendered almost valueless and the test was abandoned. Two observations, 

however, are significant. 

Firstly, the shrinkage values obtained, not effected by slaking, 

bear a close resemblance to their counteri:arts of series D, thus sub

stantiating the results of those tests. The significant data obtained 

from the two series are listed in table 1. 

Secondly, the difference in the nature or amowit of shrinkage bet

ween series D and E 1::oses a question, which might be answered in one or 

both of two ways. Visual ins:pection revealed cracks in series D several 

times as wide as those in s~ries E, while no information is available 

on the vertical shrinkage values of series D. 

It is :possible that temi:erature has an influence of no small sig

nificance on the amount of shrinkage, greater changes in volume being 

1ossible at higher temperatures. This would indicate that at any given 

tem1erature only a certain corres1onding amowit of double layer water 



TABLE I 

UNIT DEFORMATION DU~ TO CYCLIC DRYING 

:E-ressure Cycle Series D Series D Series E 

(kg/ cm2) 
No. Swelling Shrinking Shrinking 

(cm/ cm) (cm/cm) (cm/ cm) 

0 .0150 
1 -.0135 .0190 .0170 

1.2 2 .0059 .0129 .0130 
3 .0070 .0115 
4 .0081 .0109 
5 .0084 

0 .0163 
l -.0295 .0182 .0176 

2.4 2 .0038 .0106 .0119 
3 .0052 .0091 
4 .0059 .0084 
5 .0060 

0 .0170 
1 -.0243 .0172 .0161 

3.6 2 .0034 .0089 .0097 
3 .0050 .0010 
4 .0052 .0054 
5 .0054 

0 .• 0170 
l -.0539 .0222 .0174 

4.8 2 .0029 .0117 .0097 
3 .0049 .0096 
4 .0052 .0082 
5 .0053 
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can be driven off, so that the shrinkage Jotential rises with tem:rera-

t11re. 

B11t the a:H·lied press11re was also different in the two cases. It 
. . 

might be concluded that an externally a1i:,lied :rress11re in one direc-

tion tends to aid shrinkage in the same direction by forcing out dou-

ble layer water from beneath individual soil :rarticles when these are 

forced closer together. No significant difference in the width of 

cracks between the various sam1les of series E was discovered by visu-

al inspection of the saill})les, however, so that this theory can not be 

substantiated. 

It is possible, of course, that both factors entered into the be-

havior of the clay, with the first one very likely having had greater 

influence • 

. series F. The four samt-les of series D were used for this series 

after com1letion of the former; the individll&.l s:pecimens correspond 

in their numbers of designation. 

After the last drying and swelling cycle of series D, all :pres-

sure was removed from the sam:i:les exce1t the minute amount of 0.025 

tons/sq.ft., and t~e clay was rermitted to swell under this reduced 

load for one day. Drying was then initiated, and when shrinkage 

had ceased after two weeks the original pressures of 1.2, 2.4, 3.6, 

and 4. g· tons/ sq.ft. were rean:lied. After another day the samples 

were flooded, which pro.ved to cause swelling of F-1, no volume 

change of F-2, and consolidation of the remaining two samrles. At 

intervals of one day, i.e. 144o minutes, the loads were increased 

ap to the maximum pressure of 19.2 tons/sq.ft. and then gradually 
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• 
reduced to zero. The void ratio - iressure curves were Jlotted to the 

customary semi-logarithmic scale and included here as figures 18 to 21. 

Since flooding of sam1,le F-2 under 2.4 tons/sq.ft. led to neither 

swelling or consolidation0 this value suggests itself as the preconsoli-

dation load due to desiccation. A horizontal line through the dry void 

ratio of curve F-1 under 1.2 kg/temt:.c;:u.h the e - log 11 curve of that 

samile at 2.2 tons/sq.ftn and similar values wo11ld be arrived at if 

corres1onding lines were drawn to intersect with the extensions of the 

utii:er i:ortions of the e - log l> curves of sami:les F-3 and F-4. It is 

therefore concluded that the preconsolidation 1ressure due to desicca

tion of this clay amounts to some value slightly higher than 2 tons/ 

sq.ft. This figure is higher than that determined in series A, but 

much smaller than the preconsolidation 1ressure of 3.5 to 4.5 tons/ 

sq.ft. which has re1eatedly been found for tYJical desiccated clays of 

this region. Since clays in nature have dried out many more times than 

the number of drying cycles to which these siecimens were subjected in 

the laboratory, it a:i;,1,ears that additional drying cycles will further 

increase the 1reconsolidation load due to desiccation. 

What causes this increase? Q.uite 1ossibly each successive drying 

cycle urges the soil 1articles into denser and stronger structure. H. 

:B. Seed (9) conducted re1;eated load tests on remolded clays and found 

increased resistance to deformation with an increased number of load-

ing cycles. The causes to which he attribut~s these effects are in-

crease in density, thixotroiic action, or both. The 1,roblem at hand 

is quite differ~nt, but obviously the causes for increase in strength 

due to re1eated loading and due to reieated drying are related. 
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Another question that arises is this: Why will a clay sam1le that 

has achieved equal and constant volume change due to drying and wet

ting after a sufficient number of cycles under a certain load show a 

different deformation due to flooding under the, same·,load after the 

1ressure has been relieved and rea.:p1)1ied 1 The test results show tbat 

this is the case, and that the new amount of swelling becomes zero at 

the rreconsolidation 1,ressure due to desiccation (which is thus deter

mined) and increasingly more negative (consolidation) under even hea

vier treasures. It is also shown that the void ratio during re1eated 

drying and wetting under a given 1ressure is generally lower tban that 

obtained after this i:ressure has been relieved and then rean,lied after 

swelling and shrinking have taken :place under zero load. 

The answer is rrobably, that when the load is removed, the soil 

rarticles will :r,artially, but not entirely, relinquish their new dense 

structure,and rereated cycles will again be necessary to give the clay 

its former high strength and density.It is surmised that this 1rocess, 

too, is limited in that a constant condition would rrobably be a11roach

ed after a sufficient number of cycles. 

The 1ractical meaning of these Jhenomena is that if the clay wider 

a foundation were able to dry and swell 1eriodically,as is not normally 

the case, not only would ways of combatting heaving become more diffi

cult, but the heaving action itself would be more serious, because the 

volume change of the clay would be greater, as well as rossible aga.inst 

heavier loads. 
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Figure 18. 

Consolidation Test (e - log~ Curve). 

10 

SamJ,le: F-1 

Source: 
Sbartel & 38th 
Oklahoma City 
De:rth: g ft. 

Dimensions: 
A - 80.0 cm2 

H - 2.00 cm 

froi:erties: 
Cc - .180 
Cs - .034 
•o - .539 
ef - .445 
Rebound: 83'£ 
Wf - 14.2 ii, 
Sf - 85.0 '1, 

.j::' 
\.0 
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Sam1,le : F- 2 

' Source : 
Shartel & 38th 
Oklahoma City 
Dei:,th: 8 ft. 

Dimensions : 
A - 80 . 0 cm2 
H - 2.00 cm 

Fro:rerties : 
Cc - . 174 
Cs - . 025 
•o - .549 
ef - .456 
Rebound : 83'1 
Wf - 14.l,, 
Sf - 84. o ~ 

~ 
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Consolidation Test (e - log p Curve). 
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Samrle: F-3 

Source: 
Shartel & 38th 
Oklahoma City 
Depth: 8 ft. 

Dimensions: 2 
A - 30.0 cm 

~ H - 2.00 cm 

l'roperties: 
Cc - .170 
Cs - .023 
eo - .524 
ef - .46o 
Rebound: 88% 
Wf - 13 .2 ~ 
Sf - 78.0 ~ 
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Consolidation Test (e - log p Curve). 

Sam:ple : F- 4 
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Sbartel & 38th 
Oklahoma City 
De:pth : 8 ft • 

Di mensi ons: 
A - 80.o cm2 

H - 2.00 cm 

l'ro:pe rties: 
Cc - .146 
C8 - .034 
e0 - .514 
.f - .465 
Rebound: 9U~ 
Wf - 14.9 '1, 
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Intrusion Tests 

It was now atte:m.:pted to determine some values that relate to the 

ability of lermian clay to intr11de into cohesionless materials. The 

various variables considered for these tests were time, ~ressure, 

tyt;e of gravel g and availability of moist11re. The author failed, how

evero in finding a :f,ractical way of testing the influence of the lat

tero the high imi;:;ermeability of the clay making the control of water 

suJJly exceedingly difficult. Several series of tests were cond11cted 

examining the influence of the remaining three factors and are de

scribed below. 

Series G. These were extended tests designed to measure the in

trusion of clay into cohesionless material with resJJect to time. The 

four clay sam:r:les involved were those J.creviou.sly 11sed for the rey;:eated 

drying tests of series E. For simJ;>liCi ty, steel balls rather than 

gravel were ])laced on the saturated sam:i;:les in two layers. The diame

ter of the balls of samJles G-1 and G-2 was 1.10 cm. and that of the 

balls of 0,..3 and G-4 was 1.56 cm. Loads were a~Jlied to the steel 

balls through 1,orous stones resting on them, as shown in figure 22, 

with average 1ressures being exerted on the clay sam:ples as shown: 

Samr,le G-1 1.2 tons/ sq. ft. 

G-2 2.4 H 

G-3 3.6 II 

G-4 4.6 II 

Each a1rara.tus was immersed in water, and the deflections measured 

11ntil all movement ha.d ceased. Deflections were i;lotted versus time 

for each sami:le, and the grai::hs included here as figures 23 to 26. 



It is seen that the initial deformations, measured after a few 

seconds» are resronsible for the major 1::ortion of the total deforma-

tions, with the succeeding deformations amounting generally to less 

than 1 mm 9 a very slight amount when comrared to heaving of several 

inches, which is common. Even the total intrusion a:nears to be of 

little helJJ in com:pensating for swelling, and the i:rimary, initial 

set must be disregarded, since it occurs much faster than swelling 

and would i::robably take Jlace during construction or whenever water 

is made available to the tor layer of clay. The secondary 1;;a.rt, holi-

ever 0 seems to &J;I.roach rou.ghly the SNLJ;ie of a tn:ical swelling 

curve. If secondary intrusionp therefore, can be caused to be large 

enough to be com1arable to heaving deformations, an effective method 

of stabilizing a :foundation is i;ossible. l ossibly this can be 
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Figure 23. - Time-Intr11sion C11rv•. 

Sample G-1 - Ilallsi 1.10 cm dia.; lress11re: 1.2 kg/cm2 
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Figure 24. - Time-Intrusion Curve. 

Sa.mil• G-2 - !alls: 1.10 cm dia.; lressure F: 2.4 kg/cm2 
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Time t (days) 

Figure 25. - Time-Intrusion Curve. 

Sam:ple G-3 ·= Ballsg 1.58 cm dia.; :Fre.ssure fl 3.6 kg/cm2 

:o 10 20 30 
Time t (days) 

Figur~ 26. = Time-Intrusion Curve. 

Sample G-4= Balls: 1.58 cm dia.; :fressure :p: 4.8 kg/cm2 



achieved by selecting much larger gravel for similar tests, which 

would more reasonably be 1erformed in the field rather than in the 

laboratory. 

Series H. These tests were designed to obtain some information 

on the relationshiJ between :pressure and initial intrusion for sev

eral ty-:pes and sizes of gravel. The four sam1les 1reviously used 

in series D and F were used. While their histories were not identi

cal, their maximum 1,reconsolidation loads were, and all had been 

allowed to swell under zero load. for several days. Variou.s tnes of 

gravel 0 as described below, having the void ratios indicated, were 

Jlaced on the S&lll!les in thicknesses of about 4 cm. 

SamJlle Void Ratio Tn,e of Gravel 

H-1 0.7B Steel balls (1.10 cm diameter) 

H-2 1.15 Steel balls (1.58 cm diameter) 

H-3 1.00 Subrounded gravel 

H-4 1.13 Angular gravel 

Both tyres of gravel were of a size com1arable to the steel balls, 

rassing a 3/4 inch sieve and being retained by a 1/2 inch sieve. 

The test anara tus was substantially the same as that of series G, 

but while free water was available at the surface of the clay, 

immersion was not deemed necessary. 

By means of a consolidation machine, rressure was an:lied in 

increments of 1.2 tons/sq.ft. in each case, at intervals of one 

minute. It was previously re1,orted that after that time the largest 

:part of the total intrusion under a given 1,ressure, esJJecially a 

high pressure, has usually been accom:plished. Making the simJ·li-



fying, but somewhat erroneous, assu.mrtion that the gravel was incom= 

i:ressible in each case, and after correcting for machine deformations, 

the results of these tests are re11orted here in the form of stress -

strain curves. During test H-3 it was noted that at a rressure of 

14.4 tons/sq.ft. the subrounded gravel began to slir,,, as evidenced 

by sudden, erratic increases in deformation, and the test was there

fore discontinued at this roint. The fo11r ;pressure - intrusion c11rves 

are shown in figures 27 to 30. 

These grarhs allow a number of observations: 

1. The curves are steer;,est in the lower 1:ressure range, Le. the 

intrusion for a given rressure differential is largest for those, 

smaller, i:ressures that are dealt with in foundations work. 

2. As exrected, samrles H-1 and H-2 show that larger sized co

hesionless material results in larger intrusion values. 

3. No large difference seems to exist between the behavior of 

different shar;es of gravel. However, the smaller void ratio of sami:le 

H-3 :i;robably more than offsets the advantage of the rounded i:articles 

over the angular gravel of samrle R-4. 

4. i;i'he curves of the two sam:ples using natural gravels alJrear to 

offset 11nder heavier r,ressures, indi eating sli:p:i;age and crushing. Had 

this not occurred 9 the curves would probably have more nearly followed 

the imaginary 9 dotted line. 

5. It was i:,ossible to comi:are one sami:le, H-4, to a test conduc- ·· 

ted by Mr. Yie (12) on comracted clay of near1ycthe ,same water cpn

tent 11sing the same size and type of gravel. His 1ressure - intrusion 

curve shows a less 1ronounced change of curvature, but the intrusion 
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values are of the same order. 

Future tests can ];·robably be imi;roved by confining them to lower 

r,ressuresp and by increasing the time interval between loading incre-

ments. :Both changes would serve to render the tests more realistic or 

Jl rac ti cal. 

Shear Strength 

As stated in the chapter dealing with theoretical considerations, 

a variety of the proJlerties of undisturbed clay influence its intru

sive caiabili ties with resJ)ect to gravel. Foremost among these is 

shear strength0 and while it is not JlOSsible to relate shear strength 

to intrusion in this thesis 0 three triaxial tests were conducted and 

designated as series :B. It is hoJed that the few values found will be 

of hel]; in future investigations. 

The high shear strength of this clay also affects a foundation 

on pier or J)ile footings 0 whether gravel sheets are used or not 0 by 

causing frictional heaving if adequate precautions are not taken.This 

iroblem will also be briefly discussed in this section. 
, 

Series :B. The three samples were taken from 5 feet below grade 

at Ridge Road 0 Stillwaterp Oklahoma 0 and were prepared as described 

earlier. It will be recalled that this clay was also used for test 

series A. The samples were consolidated under different :pressures p3 

in triaxial testing machines. After one day loads were applied at the 

rates indicahd until failure occurred at the vertical J·ressu.re :Pl. 

The 'Pertinent data and the resulting Mohr circles are :presented in 

figure 31. 
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Strength Line --------. 

8 
:FrinciJ)al Stress :i:, 

Sample B-1 :S-2 B-3 
~ 

Height H ( cm) 8.42 8.50 8.66 
Area A (cm2) 9.95 10.10 10.10 
Void ratio • o.42 o.44 o.47 
water content w % 14.2 14.o 14.9 
Saturation S % 95.0 72.0 85.0 
Rate of loading 4.o B.O 4.o 

(kg/min.) 

:P3 (kg/ cm2) 1.00 2.00 3.25 
l\ (kg/ cm2) 5.82 9.37 10.28 

Figure 31. 

'Triaxial (Consolidated ~uick) Test. 



The very Jrevalent .fiss.ures in the clay, the rock imJ,urities 9 the 

different rates of loading9 or all these and other factors caused con

siderable inconsist.ency in the shear strengths indicated, .so that a 

strength line can be only guessed at. 

:Her tests. It has frequently been noted that clay not merely 

lifts a 1ier by swelling against the sole of the footing, but also 

bonds to the concrste a.nd rai see the foundation by virtue of high shear 

strength, sometimes to the extent that a,ru1ture crack a:pi:,ears between 

pier and footing. 

A 1reliminary test to measure such swelling, which. of course, 

would defeat the 1,uri:ose of gravel sheets or any other method of com

batting heaving if left unchecked, .was conducted in the o.s.u. Soil 

Mechanics Laboratory under the suJ;ervision of J. V. Jarcher. :Fermian 

red clay with low mo.isture content was comi:acted into a cylindrical 

bowl of 23 cm diameter and 8 cm height. A hole, 2 cm in diameter, was 

drilled into the center of the clay and filled with :Eortland cement 

:paste. Water was made available to the clay through a tube connected 

to the bottom of the bowl, which contained a layer of sand under the 

clay 0 and the movement of the miniature concrete i:,ier was observed on 

an extensiometer resting against its top. Steady heaving was noted 

which finally ceased after three months. At this time a total heaving 

deformation of O. 268 cm had taken place. When the water SUJ?J.,lY' was 

shut off O shrinkage occurred, with the :pier being loweredo At the 

time of this writing 0 six months after the beginning of the test,the 

Jier has not reached its original :position, nor has its movement 

ceased. 
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A corres.J)ond:i.ng test using fu.117scale J)iers is in the early i:re

:paration stage at the time of this writing. To be conducted by J. V. 

!archer and D. W. Irby with the assistance of J. E •. Catlin and the 

wrihr and under the guidance and co11n11l of R. lll. Means, this test 

is to be condu.cted in three iarts and will feature some refinements. 

Three piers are to be cast in ire-drilled holes, two of them with 

flared footings 0 the other wi thou.t. The former are to be sei;,arated 

from their footings by a layer of sand or eq11ivalent material with 

a reinforcing bar forming the only connection. One of these two piera 

is to be cast in a cylindrical tu.be made. of foamy material having a 

very low shear strength, the other in contact with the clay. The third 

rier, without footing, is also to be cast in contact with the ground. 

~lectric strain gages are to be mounted on the reinforcing bars of .the 

first two J,iers in order to meas11re shear heaving force, while the 

amount of heaving of the third i:,ier is to be read by means of a level. 

It is thus hoi;ed to gain some information as to the force re-

quired to restrain a :pier when water becom:ls available to the sur~,''L"~, :--.~ 

rounding desiccated clay9 to the amount of 1ossible heaving, and to 
. ; 

the effectiveness of tubes of low shear strength material se1arating 

:pier and clay. It will be attempted to 11se :plaster-of-1:aris blocks 

to meas11re the moisture content of the clay du.ring the test. 

Due to the low :i;ermeabili ty of the clay, these tests will be 

very lengthy-, and 1u.blication of the resu.l ts of this investigation 

will not be ::rossible before 196o or 1961. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Results of Research 

If the basic qu.estion to be answered herein was whether it is 

lJOBSi bl• to make use of the ca1abili ty of clay to intrude into the 

void s:paces of a cohesionleee material in combatting heaving of 

foundations, the answer must be a qualified yes. The pressure - in

trusion tests have shown that with the clay and gravel used, acer

tain rigidity of a building may well be able to overcome a small 

amount of differential heaving. While' differential heaving is gene

rally much smaller than the amount of total heaving, it may never

theless often be necessary to increase the amount of intrusion. As 

was shown, this may well be done by selecting, for instance, a gra

vel of larger size. 

Selection of a much coarser gravel will absolutely be necessary 

under normal conditions if it is desired to 1:revent heaving of a 

foundation altogether, as was demonstrated with time - intrusion 

tests. The amount of secondary intrusion~ which alone can be con

sidered to be of aid, was so small in every one of these tests as 

to make it valueless for 1-ractical pur:poses. 

The question originally posed, however, requires more than an 

affirmative or negative answer. As to swelling, it was shown that 

under conditions where moisture is taken up by the clay only once 

after apilication of load, as must be the case if intrusion is to 
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be effective, heaving is generally m11ch leu srevere than in cases 

where the soil is allowed to swell and shrink re~eatedly under an 

essentially constant J;ressure. Care m11st therefore be taken to seal 

the soil u.n.derlying a Jlro:.:osed str11ctu.re from the surface, and thus 

to 1revent 1eriodic shrinking. 

Intr11sion tests showed, on the other hand, that the amo11.nt of 

intrusion of a nat11ral clay of this t;ne very m11ch de:pends on the 

type 9 sba:r,e 9 and size of gravel used, as well as on the· iin:i:osed 

1ress11re. More intrusion is .ca11sed by high J-!'8Bsu.re than low, by 

JJQOrly graded gravel than well graded one, by smooth surfaces than 

rough ones 9 by larg,,9 sizes of gravel than small ones. It is be

lieved that these variables will make it ~ossible for the engineer 

to select s11itable c.onditions and to achieve a satisfactory fo11.n

dation on :termian clay in many cases. First, however, a good deal 

more inqlliry into the behavior of clay and gravel will be neces

sary. 

Shortcomings of Tests 

The tests related here were 11nsatisfactory in a good many ways. 

The assumption that thoro11ghly desiccated clays were being dealt 

with led to a selection· of 1,ressu.res for the swelling-consolidation 

tests of both tnes of clay which ~roved somewhat too large, making 

a number o.f tests less valuable than they qould have been. 
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The selection of the size of gravel u.sed.for the intr11sion tests 

was dictated by the eq11i:pment available f'or testing. It is evident 

that tests on much coarser gravels would have su.n;lemented the .infor-
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mation gained quite considerably • 

. The error cau.sed by slaking of soil, when the dry clay sam:ples 

were flooded, was later adju.sted for. Subsequ.ent tests were conducted 

on dry samples whose shrinkage cracks had been filled with wa:x:. Some 

such method of filling cracks shou.ld be a~~lied to all fu.ture tests 

of this nature. 

Fu.tu.re fests 

A\ the end of the research Frogram more qu.estions are on the 

au.thor 1s mind than were th1r1 at the beginning. Some of th~s• may 

prove to be r&warding su.bjects for future investigations. Among them 

are: 

•· How is re:peated loading related to repeated drying of rermian 

b. What are the constant heaving valu.es of these clays under 

1ressures considerably higher than 5 tons/sq.ft.? 
'· 

c. How is shrinkage related to tell'l!erature? 

d. What is the numerical relationshi~ between size of gravel and 

intrusion? 

e. How is shear strength related to intrusion? 

f •. Can si~lifying enq:irical formulae be found relating intru-

sion and the various variables that govern it? 

g. How does moisture s~ly affect intrusion of saturated and 

dry clays? 
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A:Fl'ENDIX 

The following lette~ symbols were adopted for u.se in this thesis, 

re:r,resenting 1roperties and haTing dimensions as indicated: 

Symbol :froJerty Dimensions 

A Area cm2, ft 2 

C 
C 

C s 

D 

e 

s 

s 

w 

Wf 

OoJiq;ression index 

Swelling index 

Diameter 

Void ratio 

Original void ratio 

Final void ratio 

Specific gravity 

Height 

•rotal heaving 

Total intru.sion 

Coefficient of rermeability 

Total load 

Unit :r res.sure 

Freconsolidation Fressure 

Degree of satu.ration 

Shear strength 

a) Time 

b) Thickness of gravel 

Water conteni 

Final water content 
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Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

cm, in. 

· Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

Dimensionless 

cm, in., ft. 

cm, in. 

cm, in. 

cm/sec. 

k:g, 1 bs. , tons 

k:g/cm2, tons/ft.2 

kg/ cm2, tons/ ft. 2 

ler cent 

kg/cm2, tons/ft. 2 

min., days 

, cm, in. 

ler cent 

l'er cent 
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